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Research driven media that is designed
to promote your products in a clear and
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Specification Product Update is now published in print, in digital format, on social media and via an exciting new
architectural product blog. The new design features a bright and open style with clean images and manufacturer
information portrayed via quality photography and short concise editorial. The formatted content looks good in
print and is particularly suited to our digital, social media and online blog formats.

SPECIFICATION

ISSUE 03
2018

Specification Product Update’s new style includes a comprehensive range of
product categories in each issue. The front cover reflects each of those categories
and is designed to draw our readers attention to the magazine’s content.
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visit our blog:
www.specificationproductupdate.com
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The SPU blog has already proved to be a success with our readers. Advertisers
too are reaping the benefits of the clever optimisation that we carry out on the
content that maximises the traffic and visibility to their website.
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Published bi-monthly Specification Product Update is recognised as one of the
Schlüter -PROFILES
PROBLEM
leading media platforms in the architectural and building sector
for generating
SOLVED
good quality enquiries.
®

When specifying tile and stone,
you need a partner you can trust.

From functional to decorative, our product range
includes profiles for finishing wall and floor coverings,
stair nosings, expansion, perimeter, edge, and
transition joints.

With a wide range of finishes, colours, materials,
textures and capabilities there’s an option for every
application, all suitable for use in commercial and
residential installations with tile and stone coverings.
Backed up by expert technical support, whenever,
wherever you need it.
Making the decision to choose Schlüter-Systems even
easier.

Content

To find out more call 01530 813396 or visit
www.schluterspecifier.co.uk
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THE NO.1 PRODUCT MAGAZINE FOR TODAY’S BUSY SPECIFIER
04/04/2018 14:00:05

Recent research suggests that architects in particular react positively to well written concise content
accompanied by quality photography that depicts the product in question.
Each category section features an editorial lead in page, covering topics that relate to that product category.
This is supported by a manufacturers full page advertisement and followed by a selection of formatted product
advertisements.
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The Malmo Rigid collection
from IDS

Cembrit Glendyne natural slate brings the home of fossils to life, by adding distinctive
style, character, and impressive performance to The Etches Collection museum roof in
Kimmeridge. Glendyne is a highquality slate that combines first-class
performance with surprisingly
attractive value for money. This is
largely a result of the high yields
achieved at the quarry.

The new Malmo™ Rigid vinyl flooring
collection from IDS combines design
flair, easy fitting and high performance.
Seventeen fashionable tile and woodgrain
designs are available, all with the benefits
of a built-in underlay and the Välinge 5G

ENQUIRY 18

Craven Dunnill wins industry’s top flooring award - again
Craven Dunnill has been voted winner of
The Floor Tile of the Year 2018 in The Tile
Association’s (TTA) Awards for its Chev
Wood range of high-definition, parquetstyled, porcelain tiles.
This is the sixth time in eight years
the company has won the accolade,
reinforcing its UK market-leading position
in the wall and floor tile sector.
Steve Whitehurst, Sales & Marketing
Director at Craven Dunnill was presented
with the award at the annual TTA Dinner,
held May 18 and commented: “The
Chev Wood range from Italian producer
Marazzi provides outstanding design with
superior technical qualities and epitomises
the brand values we deliver across the
extensive Craven Dunnill range of wall and
floor tiles”.
The Chev Wood range was introduced into the marketplace by Craven Dunnill in November
2017, at a time when parquet flooring was making a resurgence and small format tiles were
on-trend. The company had read the market perfectly. Characterised by stunning, highdefinition digital printing of the wood-look, in three natural tones, authentic texture and a
popular 540 x 110mm chevron shape; ever since, sales to the trade
ENQUIRY 20
have been excellent and consumer demand remains buoyant.

The Specifier’s Guide to Flooring
launches at CDW 2018

ENQUIRY 21

The Specifier’s Guide to Flooring has launched in the UK,
providing a specification tool for architects, designers,
facilities managers and specifiers on all aspects of flooring.
Exploring key materials, from carpet to vinyl, ancillary
products and accessories – and everything in-between –
the Guide will provide a rich resource for the industry, in
hard copy format and online at http://www.specifiersguide.
co.uk. The new flooring-focused Guide includes commentary
from the most prominent names in the industry, as well as
technical analysis and inspirational imagery - from global
case study references to exploded material make-ups.

installation system for a versatile and
hardwearing range that is ideal for both
domestic and commercial applications.
The advanced Välinge 5G locking
installation system, with push down end
joints for extra stability, makes Malmo™
Rigid fast and easy to fit. It is suitable for
DIY enthusiasts as well as commercial
contractors, even when working in an
awkward or restricted space. The built-in
1mm underlay offers time and cost saving
benefits, eliminating the need for separate
installation.

Plus-Tread’s excellent Pendulum Test Value
(PTV) in wet or dry conditions offers substantive
proof of its superior performance, providing
the surest footing possible for staircase users
in one of the highest risk areas that pedestrians
will ever encounter in offices, schools, hospitals,
retail outlets and leisure centres.

www.specificationproductupdate.com
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PRODUCT UPDATE

Quantum has built a great reputation as one of
the UK’s leading flooring solution specialists,
providing a consistently high standard of
technical excellence for more than 50 years.
Their stair nosings have been specified in
thousands of installations making them one
of the nation’s most trusted brands – and now
they’re announcing an exciting new product
launch which is set to create a new benchmark
for pedestrian safety: Quantum Plus-Tread.
The result of extensive research, development
and independent laboratory testing, new
Quantum Protread offers a higher degree of
traction than ever before. The PVC tread material
utilises mineral aggregate technology to increase
surface roughness, but not only on the top layer
– the active ingredient is embedded throughout
the entire depth of Quantum Plus-tread meaning
optimum traction is assured, year in, year out.
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New Quantum Plus-Tread takes
staircase safety to a higher level

Cembrit Glendyne natural slate puts a Devonian roof on a
Jurassic collection

The combination of relatively easy to
extract material and one of the most
modern slate processing and quality
control creates a product that offers
high quality with a low production
cost. The quarry operates a quality
management system based on EN
ISO 9001 which is externally audited.
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What’s more, new Quantum Plus-tread is the
only product of its type available to distributors
the very next day, and in a choice of six new
colours; Carbon, Platinum, Hornet, Sand, Ruby
and Aqua – each backed by a 10-Year Guarantee.
If you need to specify stair nosings for any
industrial, public or commercial situation, new
Quantum Plus-Tread is the fastest way to ensure
grip integrity is never compromised.

Salmon Fields, Royton, Oldham, Lancashire, OL2 6JG
T: 0161 627 4222 E: info@quantumflooring.co.uk
www.quantumprofilesystems.com

Quantum

•

Gerflor

•

Junckers

•

UZIN

•

British Ceramic Tile

•

Altro

•

CTD

Read the full story
on the blog:
www.specification
productupdate.com
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Protect Membranes

A. Proctor Group

Alumasc

Procheck Adapt, supplied by A. Proctor Group, has been specifically
designed to protect the building fabric from the potential risks of
condensation whilst providing the added benefit of serving as an
effective airtight barrier. Thanks to its unique design the membrane
offers variable permeability which adapts to changes in humidity levels
and allows the structure to dry out in the summer and in sunny days
in spring and autumn while protecting it from moisture overload in
the winter. This is possible because the membrane adapts its vapour
resistance to the environment i.e. vapour tight in the winter and vapour
open in the summer. This ensures that the building fabric is protected
from damaging moisture levels during cold, wet winter months, and
allows the fabric to dry out effectively in warmer, drier months.
The Haugh, Ashgrove Rd, Blairgowrie PH10 7ER
T: 01250 872261 E: contact@proctorgroup.com

Alumasc Rainwater, the leading manufacturer of all metal systems,
introduces Infinity – the new name for its high-performance
steel gutters and downpipes. The innovative galvanised steel
system is manufactured in Germany using the latest in material
and manufacturing technology. It comes with a 15-year product
warranty and is 100% recyclable. Steel rainwater is growing rapidly
in commercial and domestic markets as specifiers, contractors
and property developers realise the many leading benefits of a
metal system over plastic. Steel is robust, will not crack or corrode,
requires little maintenance and resists thermal expansion. It is also
lightweight and easy to install. A dry joint system removes the need
for additional silicone sealant.
Station Road, Burton Latimer, Kettering, Northamptonshire,
NN15 5JP T: 01536 383 810 E: info@alumascwms.co.uk

Procheck Adapt protects buildings from
structural damage

www.proctorgroup.com

ENQUIRY 3

Infinity – the new name for Alumasc Steel
Rainwater

www.alumascrainwater.co.uk
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Construction membrane delivers thermal
efficiency and insulation cost savings

Reflex-Rol

Shading The World since 1983

Protect Membranes, UK producer of roofing and construction
membranes, has introduced Protect TF InterFoil, a highly reflective
insulating breather membrane designed for use within a timber frame
wall panel to enhance its overall thermal performance. Ideal for offsite
and modular construction, Protect TF InterFoil features a low emissivity,
vapour permeable reflective surface, using tried and tested technology,
which can be installed either side of the insulation in conjunction with
20mm airspaces. When Protect TF InterFoil is used with Protect TF200
Thermo insulating breather membrane on the external face of the
sheathing board and Protect VC Foil Ultra insulating vapour control
layer on the warm side of 100mm 0.032 lambda insulation within a
typical 140mm deep timber stud section, the overall wall construction
can achieve U-values as low as 0.18W/m2K.

Reflex-Rol U.K, a company well versed in producing top end,
efficient solar shading for offices and many other commercial
buildings in the U.K, is doing rather well on the World stage as well.
It’s International speciality? Shading systems for Air Traffic Control
Towers. With installations by its own team in most U.K main towers,
the company has fitted its systems in towers like Cancun, Hanoi,
Dubai, Abu Dhabi, Chisinau, Tete and a small tower in the middle
of the Gobi dessert. Many other smaller towers around various
countries have also had the Reflex-Rol ‘Aviation’ treatment. Current
contracts in the pipeline are Mauritius, Delhi and Tonga. Be it an
Air Traffic Control Tower or a few windows / units in an office in
Edinburgh or London, we have the answer to your solar shading
and glare issues.

2 Brooklands Road, Sale, Cheshire, M33 3SS
T: 0161 905 5700 E: info@protectmembranes.com

Ryeford Hall, Ryeford, Ross-on-Wye HR9 7PU
T: 01989 750704 E: info@reflex-rol.co.uk

www.protectmembranes.com
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www.reflex-rol.co.uk
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Safer communities thanks
to ERA and Safeland
partnership
ERA, the UK’s home security specialist,
has teamed up with Safeland, a company
that has designed a unique app to help
communities feel
safer and better
protected against
crime. Effortlessly
connecting to
ERA’s range of
home alarms,
including the
recently launched
ERA HomeGuard
Pro, Safeland
immediately
alerts community
members if the
alarm is triggered,
allowing them to quickly and discretely
communicate via instant app messaging,
warning each other of potential dangers
and pulling the entire neighbourhood
together.
Given that a burglary can take place in less
than 8 minutes, and police may not arrive in
time, knowing that people

To make an enquiry - Go online: www.enquire2.com Send a fax: 01952 234003 or post our: Free Reader Enquiry Card
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Gerflor

Gerflor create a lasting ‘Impression’ in Cardiff
The Recruit 121 Group is an innovative staffing, sourcing and
training consultancy in Cardiff providing highly specialised services
and solutions for their candidates and clients. When Recruit 121
decided to move between floors within their existing building in
central Cardiff, they saw this as a chance to devise a unique space
where they could work as well as play. The challenge to design and
complete this task would fall to Cardiff-based D&G Office Interiors
who would in turn specify some utterly stunning products from
international flooring specialist Gerflor for the kitchen and dining
areas of the project. The designers decided to specify some 34m2
of Gerflor’s IDA award-winning Taralay Impression Compact which
would deliver both the performance and the stunning looks they
were seeking on behalf of their client.

Junckers

Junckers Creates Bespoke Parquet to Replicate
Original Gallery Floor
Junckers solid oak Herringbone flooring has been installed at
the National Gallery of Ireland as part of extensive refurbishment
works. Architects Henegan Peng’s work has resulted in an
elegant and historically sensitive upgrade for the Gallery where
the flooring played a major part.
The new solid wood parquet floor in the Milltown Wing replaced
an original timber floor and in the Dargan Wing, Junckers
created a bespoke wood block to replicate the pattern of the
original tiled floor. Flooring contractor DJ Kelly & Co.

Wedgnock House, Wedgnock Ln, Warwick CV34 5AP
T: 01926 622 600 E: contractuk@gerflor.com

Unit A, 1 Wheaton Road, Witham, Essex CM8 3UJ
T: 01376 534 700 E: enquiries@junckers.co.uk

www.gerflor.co.uk

www.junckers.co.uk
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To make an enquiry - Go online: www.enquire2.com Send a fax: 01952 234003 or post our: Free Reader Enquiry Card

Whitesales

George Fischer

Whitesales have launched their latest innovation in mechanical smoke
control. The Es-SHEV Mechanical Pod is a modular smoke ventilation
system. It gives a guaranteed flow rate and pressure performance and is
available in a choice of sizes for smoke ventilation solutions in high-rise
buildings. It is certified to BS EN12101-3 (Fans), BS EN12101-7 (Ducts), BS
EN12101-10 (Power Supplies) and is supplied in a prefabricated, prewired
pod, ready for a single lift to rooftop for easy installation. In conjunction,
the Es-SHEV Environmental Pod is an add-on pod system which can be
used for building comfort ventilation. It is an effective means of reducing
temperature areas deep within a building through the use of the smoke
shaft as a cooling chamber. Offering unsurpassed performance and
ease of installation onsite, these two pod systems are truly a revolution
for mechanical smoke ventilation.

A residential conversion project completed in a small
Cambridgeshire town with the mechanical services contractor
undertaking the installation of custom built versions of GF Piping
Systems’ Zurich range of heat interface units (HIUs): delivering
both very efficient space heating and continuous hot water for the
occupants of the apartments. The twin plate heat exchanger units
had to be customised because the utility cupboards where they are
fitted are compact, the standard Zurich design was re-engineered
to provide top primary connection and incorporated the flushing
bypass valve within the casing.
They offer 10 kW output in heating mode and 45 kW for direct hot
water supply to the apartments’ kitchens and bathrooms.

The new school in Westport which was installed with a 2,300m²
Bauder Thermofol roof has been recognised at this year’s Royal
Institute of the Architects of Ireland (RIAI) award ceremony. The RIAI
aims to recognise the quality of work carried out by RIAI members
and highlight the contribution of Irish architects to the society. Scoil
Phadraig under the project name of ‘New School in Town’ was
nominated in the Public Choice Award for the best building in Ireland
for which it was voted 2nd and was awarded Best Educational
Building. The architectural team from Simon J Kelly and Partners was
led by Dermot McCabe and Elaine Naughton, who have previously
completed the award winning Oughterard National School project in
2014, which also featured a Bauder Thermofol roof.

Europa House, Alfold Rd, Cranleigh GU6 8NQ
T: 01483 271 371 E: sales@whitesales.co.uk

Paradise Way, Coventry CV2 2ST
T: 024 7653 5535 E: uk.ps@georgfischer.com

70 Landseer Road, Ipswich, IP3 0DH
T: 01473 257671 E: info@bauder.co.uk

A revolution in mechanical smoke ventilation

www.whitesales.co.uk
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Zurich HIUs deliver efficient heating for residents

www.gfps.com/uk

To make an enquiry - Go online: www.enquire2.com Send a fax: 01952 234003 or post our: Free Reader Enquiry Card
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Bauder

Scoil Phadraig wins RIAI Best Educational
Building award

www.bauder.co.uk

Hunter Douglas

New Sporting opportunity from Hunter Douglas
Hunter Douglas Architectural have extended their range of
Sports Hall Ceiling systems, by developing a choice of robust
ceiling applications that are tailor made for such demanding
environments.
These additional finishes include an extended range of wood
species, veneered wood, aluminium, steel and square edge
designed mesh panels. The traditional wood and metal linear
ceiling systems are tested and certified to the highest standards
for sports halls and swimming pools. They meet all of the
requirements set out in the Din 18032 pt 3 standard for ball
impact resistance, feature a reinforced carrier system and can be
supplied with increased sound absorbing capabilities.
8 Charter Gate, Clayfield Road, Moulton Park, Northampton,
NN3 6QF T: 01604 648229 E: info@hunterdouglas.co.uk

ENQUIRY 9

www.hunterdouglas.co.uk
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To make an enquiry - Go online: www.enquire2.com Send a fax: 01952 234003 or post our: Free Reader Enquiry Card

Digital Edition
The printed edition of Specification Product Update is
now supported with a digital edition with live links to your
website and email address.
The digital edition is a direct copy of the printed edition
providing our advertisers and editorial contributors with
an added platform. It is sent to a seperate circulation of
13,000 specifiers many of whom request to receive the
publication in this online format. It includes web, email
and enquiry links plus a full analytics package.

Social Media
We use social media channels to promote your
product message, these channels allow us to make
your entry more discoverable online.
We use the social profiles from our sister publication Specification Online which currently has 4,500 followers
to futher boost the exposure to your product.

Specification Product Update Blog
The Specification Product Update Blog is the latest addition to our growing online portfolio. It is designed
to provide our readers with an e-bulletin of the latest products and project applications available from our
industry. A weekly e-bulletin is sent to over 13,000 working specifiers (sourced via Glenigan) helping to drive
added traffic to the Blog and your content.

The Clever Bit
Our SEO team have developed a clever way of optimising the content on our Blog which in turn improves
the performance of your own website on Google. Once we have optimised your content, we make it more
discoverable through social bookmarking. By doing this Google is aware of your product content and
recognises it as a quality backlink which will then have a positive impact on the ranking of your own website.
As a recognised news platform on Google our content is trusted. This is a key determiner when news and
product items are being ranked across search engines.

Product Focus Categories & Publication Dates 2018
Issue 1 - January/February
Deadline - 24th January
Publishing Date - First week of February

Issue 4 – July/August
Deadline - 31st July
Publishing Date - 1st week of August

Issue 2 - March/April
Deadline - 14th March
Publishing Date - 1st week of April

Issue 5 – September/October
Deadline - 28th September
Publishing Date - 1st week of October

Issue 3 – May/June
Deadline 16th May
Publishing Date - 1st week of June

Issue 6 – November/December
Deadline - 28th November
Publishing Date - 1st week of December

Regular Product Categories featured in each issue
Product Insight
External Works & Drainage
Bricks & Blocks
Roofing, Cladding & Insulation
Doors, Windows, Glass & Glazing
Safety, Security & Fire Protection

Heating, Plumbing & Ventilation
Floors, Walls & Ceilings
Kitchens, Bathrooms & Washrooms
Lifts, Stairs, Interiors & Lighting
Timber
Paints, Preservatives & Coatings

Circulation

Specification Product Update has an ABC audited circulation. It is part requested and draws the remaining
circulation data from it’s sister titles Specification Magazine, Housing Specification and a database of
professionals who are making enquiries across the entire construction division of TSP Media. We also
source working specifiers from Glenigan to ensure that we are being read by individuals who are working
on live projects.
ABC Controlled Circulation (certificate available on request)							
										
In Print											Total		
Architects (Including Architectural Technicians & Technologists)				

7104

Building Contractors, House Builders, Developers and Design & Build Companies

2301

Clients / Project Managers									239		
Quantity & Building Surveyors								1696		
Structural Engineers										265		
Mechanical & Electrical Engineers								395		
Total												12,000		
												
Digital Edition
Architects (Including Architectural Technicians & Technologists)				

7014			

Building Contractors, House Builders, Developers and Design & Build companies

2722		

Clients / Project Managers									1870		
Quantity & Building Surveyors								543		
Structural Engineers										291		
Mechanical & Electrical Engineers								587		
Total												13,027		
Combined											25,027
Social Media Followers									4,500
Blog e-bulletin										13,000
Total Exposure (Including printed ABC circulation)					

42,527

When you advertise in Specification Product Update, our in-house ad tracking service captures all enquiries made
and forwards these to you via email 24/7. We also offer a full online enquiry analytics package, which tracks all web,
email and enquiry links including page impressions and click-throughs.

Advertisement Rates & Data
The advertisement rates quoted guarantee publication in the printed edition of Specification Product Update,
inclusion in the digital edition, entry onto our new blog & e-bulletin and posting across our social media
channels.

Specification Product Update (SPU)

Insertion Rates
1

3

6

9

12

Quarter Page
Formatted Advertisement

£400

£375

£350

£325

£300

Full Page Display
advert/Sponsor page in feature

£1500

£1350

£1200

£1050

£900

3+

6+

Editorial Rate (Print & Digital Platforms)
Single Space Editorial
(100 words & image)

£100

£90

£80

N/A

N/A

Double Space Editorial
(190 words & image)

£190

£180

£170

N/A

N/A

Advertisement Copy Requirements
Top Company Formatted Panel - 1 high res image, 200 words plus contact details
Formatted Quarter Page - 1 high res image, 120 words plus contact details
Full page advertisement - 230mm w x 300mm h +3mm bleed
Sponsors Page/Display Advertisement - 1 high res image, title, 50 words, contact details and company logo
For information on the availability of inserts, gate-folds, belly-bands, wrap-arounds and tip ons or any other special print
opportunities please contact us on 01952 234000.
PDFs should be print ready with all fonts and images embedded (min 300dpi). Images must be saved as TIFF or EPS
minimum 300dpi at 100% size. Ensure all images are CMYK not RGB. Artwork requiring further production time will
attract a levy equivalent to £45.00 per hour (by prior agreement). Any cancellations must be made in writing by the
first working day of the month prior to the month of publication as our standard terms and conditions of sale state.
PR Product & Press Releases
We welcome press, product and project information together with high-resolution imagery from manufacturers and their
PR agents. All material submitted for inclusion in our magazine will either be included as part of our in depth editorial
coverage. Please forward any relevant press material to katie@tspmedia.co.uk

Contacts
For further information please call
01952 234000
Publisher
David Stiles
david@tspmedia.co.uk
Sales Development
Maria Hodgetts
maria@tspmedia.co.uk
Area Sales
Martyn Smith
martyn@tspmedia.co.uk
Mike Hughes
mike@tspmedia.co.uk
James Hastings
james@tspmedia.co.uk
Design & Production:
Design - Kat Jones
kat@tspmedia.co.uk
Production
copy@tspmedia.co.uk
Circulation Manager
Ashleigh Mal
ashleigh@tspmedia.co.uk
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